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Is it permissible to eat fish and meat on the same dish?

In the Shulhan Arukh, Yoreh De'ah 116, we find a series of prohibitions, all related to
the issue of i1J:JO, danger to your health, ln paragraph 2, we have the specific prohibition to be careful not to eat meat and fish together because it states m7il7 :-Jllljllll which
I understand to mean either that it causes difficulty to one who has leprosy or it causes
difficulty that could lead to leprosy, 1 That this is a prohibition specifically to prevent us
from physical danger, as opposed to a biblically prohibited food pairing, is clear from the
context of the entire T~'O, It deals with many cases of :-Jl:JO; including taking caution
from the danger of other people's body sweat, not putting coins in your mouth, not carrying bread under your arms or drinking from various beverages that had remained
uncovered. There is another list of prohibitions on the grounds of :-JJ:JO found in Hoshen
Mishpat 427:9, which, in addition to listing more prohibitions, specifically refers back to
Yoreh De'ah 116, as a list of n1J:JO.
lssues of :-Jl:JO are rabbinic and are derived from the then understood science, and
medicine, and it watl not wrnething to be trifled with. Indeed, in Hullin lOa, we read Ni'~n
Ni10'N~ Nt1J:JO, "danger to one's health is more serious than an actual form of prohibition."
Here we are warned by Isserles, Yoreh De'ah 116:5, that we are to be more concerned with
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The unce1tainty of the phrase •••7 ntllp can he seen in the translation of th•· Soneino on l'esa him 7fih where it
~anslat•;s the pl,~;~~c 1nl\ 1::11:1 l\n'17 1\'117~1, as "hceaus,'' it, is harmiul to [one'~] smell arH~ in rcspeet o~ ,
somethmg else, I he term '"m respect of 1s a generahzatwn to cover the optwns I mentwned above, I he
footnote explains the ""sorncthing dsc" to he leprosy.
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a p~tl of m::>o than we are with a p~tl of actual i1tl'l\. Nevertheless, I believe that the application of the principle of m::>o to a specific case could always be amended as either the
physical reality or our scientific understanding changed to give us more accurate information. This can be seen in the very same chapter of Shulhan Arukh, Yoreh De'ah 116:1,
where it says that, "exposed beverages were forbidden by the rabbis because they feared that
snakes would have drunk from them, and left behind venom:' And then it goes on to say,
"but now when snakes are not found amongst us, it is permitted." This is a clear indication
that the prohibitions based on m::>tl can be lifted when the danger is no longer present. 2
Furthermore, I can find no reference in the Bavli to any general prohibition of eating
fish and meat.' Rambam is silent on the subject as well. Thus it would appear to be a statement reflecting the best understood science in the time of the Shulhan Arukh.
As to the issue of changing a ruling of the great rabbis of the past who legislated
with wisdom for our well being, the Mateh Yehonaton on Yoreh De'ah 116:1, deals with
the issue. When an established number (pm) of rabbis have decreed a prohibition, it
can only be overturned by an equal pm of rabbis in the future, but this is only in cases
where the rabbis forbade and stated no defining or limiting conditions ('1\)1'1). In the
cases of rabbinic prohibitions where a '1\)1'1 was necessary to cause the prohibition and when that condition is absent - he argues that the prohibition can be overturned
without 1')7.), Thus when snakes are deemed to be the danger for uncovered beverages
not to be consumed and when there are no more snakes in the community, the ruling
for the m::>o can be overturned.
The prohibition for the reason of m::>tl of consuming meat and fish together was
based on the danger that was perceived from the consumption of eating the two simultaneously. The danger of eating them consecutively is already a matter of conjecture and
though Rabbi Karo requires washing one's hands between the two and eating some bread
as a cleansing of the mouth, Isserles (Yoreh De'ah 116:3) tells us that we do not have to
worry about that, rathn only when they arc cooked together and then eaten is thnc a
concern. Furthermore, we see that it is permissible to cook fish in a clean meat pot; even
in paragraph 2, where the prohibition of eating together is stated, Isserles prohibits
roasting fish and meat together at the same time because of concerns of 1\n'i (flavor
imparted one to the other in the cooking process). But even there he admits that- after
the fact - it would not be prohibited. Furthermore, fish can be served on meat dishes
(Taz and Hokhmat Adam 68:1). So it becomes clear that the prohibition based on health
considerations is really about consumption of m<:at and fish togcth<:r and that any other
2

This argument is further slrengtlwned by the position ol' the Magen Avraham. The Magen Avraham on
Orah Hayyim 173:2- dealing with a ruling that one is required to wash one's hands between meat and
fish because it is hannful to 1MN ,~, - says that: ""perhaps in this time there is no il.:J:IO of any consequence, ror we see a number or things mentioned in the Cernara t.llat are iU:IO too- bad moods and
other things - but today are not harmfu I because nature has changed, and also we go according to the

nature ol' a particular country."
3

There is a passage in l'esahim 76b, which talks about the imparting of flavor through the smells transferred by !wing baked in the sarne oven at the sarne time. ""[A] fish ·was roasted together ·with rneat,
[whereupon] Raha of Pa"ikia forbade it to be eaten with Kutchac' Mar h. R. i\shi said, 'Even with salt too
it is forbidden, because it is harmful to [one's] smell and in respect of 'something else."' It appears that
Raba ol' Par~ikia has no problem with the Jish being eaten. His objection is only with Kutr:ha which is
dairy and the fish has now absorbed rneat llavor and cannot be eaten with dairy. Mar b. R. As hi forbids it
as being hannful, yet if this was the true source for th•· prohibition, it is difficult to imagine that the Ram a

would add specifically (Yoreh De'ah 116:2) that roasting meal and Jish is forbidden beeause ol' the Nn'1
and then say that 1:1l7'1:1 it is not forbidden. If it was accepted that roasting together led to specific health
dangers, it would be prohibited at all tirnes.
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secondary prohibitions are precautionary at best. Therefore, the only reason to prohibit
putting fish and meat on the same plate would be our fear that, invariably, we would comingle some of the fish and meat if they were that close together, and that would lead to
eating something which would be a i1J::l0.
Today, there is no scientific medical reason to prohibit the consumption of meat and
fish together. We may argue that either the physical world has changed from the time of
the rabbis and their experience, or our science has progressed to give us a greater insight
showing us that there is no medical danger to consuming meat and fish.'1 As such, the prohibition of meat and fish should be abolished much the same as the prohibition of exposed
beverages was canceled when a concern of snake cantamination was not part of the physical world of the rabbis.

Conclusion
The prohibition of fish and meat is based on a specific i1J::l0. Historically when the i1J::l0
ceased to exist, the rabbis had the power to end the prohibition. Today we know that there is
no i1J::l0 affecting n:l71~ by eating fish and meat together. Therefore, we would permit not only
putting fish and meat on the same plate, but would allow them to be consumed together.

1

Doctors and nutritionists approached could find nothing in the literature to even hint at a danger of fish and
rneat for any disease, let alone Ml71~.
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